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Chapter 1649 A Retard 
It was howling ferociously while continuing its charge forward. 

“What is that?” 

Kai knitted his brows. He didn’t expect to find such a monstrous creature in the ancient 
ruin. 

“It’s not a real monster. It’s a visage conjured by a Manifestor charm.” 

As Flaxseed spoke, he muttered something. Then, a charm appeared in his hand before 
flying toward the monster. 

Boom! 

The charm combusted into flames as it approached the monster. The monster hissed a 
few times before vanishing into thin air. 

A yellow paper was left on the ground, on which there was a picture of the monster just 
now. 

The yellow paper ignited in the next second and turned into ashes. 

Kai looked at it in disbelief. He then looked at Flaxseed and asked, “I-Is this Manifestor 
charm so powerful? If I draw myself on this charm, will I get a doppelganger?” 

Flaxseed nodded. “In theory, this is entirely possible. But I have never seen anyone who 
knows how to conjure a Manifestor charm. If it weren’t for the fact that it was the lowest-
level Manifestor charm, I would have never been able to dispel it.” 

Kai’s eyes sparkled when he heard that. If I learn this charm and use it to summon a 
few people, wouldn’t I get extra helpers? 

Flaxseed seemed to have guessed what Kai was thinking, so he said with a smile, 
“There is also a limit to Manifestor charm. Even if you draw yourself on it, the 
doppelganger formed will not survive for more than three days. Besides, the 
doppelganger will only have half of your strength. Thus, stop idealizing its power. The 
upside is if you really master the Manifestor charm, you can use it to take flight during 
critical moments!” 

Kai was a little disappointed upon hearing that. He then looked at the Black Copper 
Robe warrior, who evidently was still in shock. 

“What did you guys see inside?” Kai asked the Black Copper Robe warrior. 



Eyes glazed over, the Black Copper Robe warrior kept mumbling, “Hell… I’m in hell… 
I’m in hell…” 

“It seems the shock has destroyed his mind…” Flaxseed snickered. 

Kai wore a solemn expression on his face. Whatever was in the ancient ruin had 
traumatized and sent a Martial Arts Marquis into madness. One could only imagine the 
degree of danger inside. 

At this time, Augustus hurried over with his people. When he saw the Black Copper 
Robe warrior, he immediately knelt down. 

“Sir, these two trespassers broke into the sect. Please take action and seize them!” 
Augustus exclaimed with gritted teeth. 

He didn’t know that the shock had driven the Black Copper Robe warrior in front of him 
into madness. 

Kai and Flaxseed exchanged glances before bursting into laughter. 

Augustus was dumbfounded by their roar of laughter. 

“Do you expect a retard to capture us?” Flaxseed chuckled. 

“A retard?” Augustus was bewildered. 

“Look at him. Doesn’t he look like a retard?” 

After Flaxseed finished speaking, he landed a vicious kick on the Black Copper Robe 
warrior, sending him tumbling to a stop before Augustus. 

“Hell! This is hell! Help…” the Black Copper Robe warrior kept on mumbling to himself. 

Augustus looked at the man in disbelief before he called out cautiously, “Sir? Sir?” 

However, the Black Copper Robe warrior didn’t seem to hear him and kept murmuring 
about hell. 

Augustus was completely dumbstruck by the turn of events. 

“Do you really think he can seize us in his current state?” 

Kai chuckled lightly. 
Thud! 

Augustus instantly fell to his knees. 



“Have mercy! Please spare us…” 

The rest of the disciples of the Gutwrencher Sect also got down on their knees. 

“You’re all from the Warriors Alliance in Jadeborough. How can I spare you?” 

Kai’s expression darkened. 

There was no way he would spare anyone from the Warriors Alliance. 
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He would fight the Warriors Alliance to the death! 

With that, Kai raised his palm and smashed the head of that Black Copper Robe warrior 
to bits! 

Although the man was now out of his wits, Kai still refused to spare him. 

When the people from Gutwrencher Sect saw that, they started bowing vigorously. 

“Mister, we aren’t from the Warriors Alliance. We are not,” Augustus tried to explain. 

“No? Since you aren’t, why do you obey the commands of the men in black?” asked 
Kai. 

Augustus replied, “It’s President Zeigler from the Warriors Alliance. With the token in 
hand, he ordered us to move here.” 

“Zion died a long time ago. Didn’t you know that? What kind of token did he have that 
makes all of you so frightened?” asked Kai in puzzlement. 

“I have seen that token before. Twenty years ago, Gilbert Feigenbaum, a demonic 
cultivator, was carrying such a token. This token allows the holder to call on all the 
Demonic Cultivation sects in Chanaea. But I have no idea why Zion has it. Now that 
Zion is dead, we have no idea where the token is. In the future, the Demonic Cultivation 
sects will be scattered all over, and there will be no one to command them,” Flaxseed 
explained. 

Kai burst into laughter when he heard that. “It doesn’t matter if the token is gone. I can 
make Gilbert appear right now.” 

He then opened the Storage Ring, and a black mist drifted out. 



The black mist soon formed a human figure, and it turned out to be the spirit of Gilbert! 

Flaxseed was dumbfounded when he saw that. He never knew that the spirit of Gilbert 
was with Kai all this while. 

I thought Gilbert was dead a long time ago? 
As for Augustus, he appeared very excited when he saw Gilbert. 

“Mr. Chance,” Gilbert greeted Kai respectfully. 

Everything he had was controlled by Kai, so he had no choice but to obey him now. 

“Take a good look at this bunch of people. Are they your disciples and grand-disciples?” 
Kai asked Gilbert. 

Gilbert glanced at those people from the Gutwrencher Sect before asking, “Which sect 
are you from?” 

“We are from the Gutwrencher Sect, Elder,” replied Augustus immediately. 

“The Gutwrencher Sect?” Gilbert frowned. “I remember that your leader was more 
powerful than this.” 

Augustus was embarrassed. “Back when the majority of the Demonic Cultivation sects 
were being annihilated, only a small group survived. Our abilities are considered quite 
well among the Demonic Cultivation sects.” 

Gilbert let out a loud sigh and said, “Listen carefully to me. In the future, all of you are to 
be loyal to Mr. Chance and obey his commands.” 

“Yes, sir!” Augustus nodded his head and promised immediately. 

The instructions of an elder were more powerful than a token. 

“Mr. Chance, in the future, please let me handle the Demonic Cultivation clans when 
you meet them,” said Gilbert ingratiatingly. 
“Fine!” Kai nodded before asking Gilbert, “You know quite a bit about ancient ruins. Let 
me ask you. How much do you know about the Skywrath Sect?” 

“Mr. Chance, my knowledge of ancient ruins only goes as far back as a thousand years. 
Skywrath Sect has a history of several thousand years. I really don’t know much about 
them,” answered Gilbert. 

“Since that’s the case, go back first. When the time is right, I’ll find a mortal body for 
you.” 



Kai then opened the Storage Ring and kept Gilbert’s spirit. 

Augustus and the rest of them bowed to Kai. 

“All of us from the Gutwrencher Sect vow to follow you until the day we die!” Augustus 
shouted fervently. 

Now that their elder was in Kai’s custody, they had no choice but to submit to him. 

Kai took one look at Augustus before saying, “All of you can follow me, but you aren’t 
allowed to practice Demonic Cultivation and devour the essence of innocents again. If I 
ever find out, I’ll show no mercy.” 
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“I understand,” agreed Augustus instantly. 

Kai glanced at Flaxseed and asked, “Mr. Flaxseed, shall we go in and take a look?” 

Flaxseed took a look at the dark entrance before he sighed. “We shall. Let’s leave our 
lives to fate.” 

“Don’t worry. The moment things go awry, we will evacuate. This time around, we are 
just scouting. That’s all.” 

Kai then smiled casually before going in ahead of everyone else. 

The instant he stepped in, he adjusted his aura to the maximum. Kai dared not take 
things lightly there. 

Afterward, he wanted to use his spiritual sense to scout around. However, he realized 
he could not utilize his spiritual sense at all. 

Both Kai and Flaxseed were on the alert as they took careful steps forward. 

“Mr. Flaxseed, do you think there is anyone who is still alive in this ancient ruin?” 

All of a sudden, Kai blurted out such a query. 

“It’s possible…” 

Flaxseed nodded. 



Hearing his response, Kai was stunned. He looked at Flaxseed in disbelief. “Mr. 
Flaxseed, this sect was around several thousand years ago. How can anyone live that 
long?” 

“Charm spells are ever-changing and full of secrets. They work the same as pills. Once 
you eat a pill, you will never grow old and die. What makes you think there isn’t a charm 
that can do the same?” replied Flaxseed with a small smile. 

Kai was curious and asked, “What do those charms look like? Do they resemble the 
ones you draw? Does one require a yellow paper?” 

“Please stop comparing me with everything. Compared to a charm master, what I do is 
nothing. A real charm can appear in any manner. It can also be an object. In fact, it can 
be written in the air. A charm can also be planted in a person’s mind. All of the above 
are charm spells. How should I answer your question when you ask what the charm 
spells look like?” Flaxseed responded. 

Kai was rendered speechless. His understanding of charm was limited only to the 
basics. That was why he asked such a sub-standard question. 

The two men continued to forge ahead. After a few careful steps, the entire ancient ruin 
started to shake all of a sudden. 

“Holy crap! Is it going to collapse?” 

A curse escaped the mouth of Flaxseed. 

Just then, a wave of heat rushed at them. The very next moment, there was a raging 
fire. 

With the light from the fire, it was only then the men noticed the few corpses lying on the 
ground. They belonged to the Black Copper Robe warriors and members of the 
Gutwrencher Sect! 

“Retreat!” 

Kai held on to Flaxseed, and the two of them retreated swiftly. 

However, in the midst of their evacuation, the walls on either side started to catch on fire 
too. The entire entrance had turned into a raging inferno! 

Kai’s expression changed drastically. Even their only way out was blazing with flames. 

The fire had them completely surrounded! 



“Sh*t! I can’t believe that this Fire Charm can be so powerful. Looks like the people who 
cast this charm are charm masters,” uttered Flaxseed with a grim expression. 

“What should we do now?” asked Kai. 

In a place like that, he had no other option but to ask Flaxseed for a solution. 

“Let me try to use the Fire-Evading Charm and see if we can get out.” 

With that, Flaxseed took out a calligraphy brush, bit his fingertip, and wet the brush with 
his blood. 

Next, Flaxseed started waving his calligraphy brush in the air. 

Very soon, a charm appeared in the air. Its red shimmer enveloped both Kai and 
Flaxseed. 

“Let’s go.” 

Flaxseed then pulled Kai and rushed forward. 

Kai looked at Flaxseed in astonishment. “I didn’t realize that you don’t require a piece of 
paper to write charms.” 
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“What the hell! I’ve always been humble, but it doesn’t mean that you can look down on 
me!” Flaxseed snapped as he rolled his eyes at Kai. 

Since the Fire-Evading Charm could protect them from the heat of the burning flames, 
the duo quickly made their way forward. 

As the air around them was heated up, they heard a loud hissing noise along the way. 

Boom! 

All of a sudden, the Fire-Evading Charm was destroyed. The flames started surrounding 
them again, and a powerful wave of energy charged toward them in the next instant. 

It happened so quickly that before Kai and Flaxseed could even react, the powerful 
force had already sent them flying. 



“Golem Body!” 
As Kai activated Golem Body, he began glowing, and glittering scales enveloped his 
entire body right after. 

Meanwhile, when Flaxseed was thrown into the air, he speedily withdrew a charm and 
stuck it on his body. 

As gusts of hot air continuously assaulted the duo, their bodies spun in mid-air before 
they were slammed against a wall. Unfortunately, another wave of hot air came right 
after, sending them flying backward. 
About a couple of minutes later, the fire was finally extinguished. It was also then that 
the wave of heat dissipated. 

After the terrible torment, Kai could not help but cough violently. As a Greater Martial 
Arts Marquis, he never thought he would be in such a wretched state. 

Gosh! If I hadn’t activated Golem Body in time, my clothes would’ve been burned to 
ashes, and I would be stark naked by now! 

“Mr. Flaxseed!” Kai called out as he looked over to where Flaxseed was. 

Not far away, the latter was lying on his front. Seeing that he remained motionless, Kai 
quickly rushed over to help him get to his feet. 

As Flaxseed’s face was blackened with soot, Kai could not help but burst out laughing. 

“What the hell! How can you still laugh when we almost died!” 

Flaxseed shot Kai a glare as he spoke. 

The charm on Flaxseed’s body had been burned into ashes. Even though the flames 
had caused a few holes in his clothes, it was fortunate for him that they were still 
wearable. 

“Luckily, I protected my clothes in the nick of time. Otherwise, you would’ve had to face 
my naked body,” said Flaxseed. 

He heaved a sigh of relief silently when he noticed that his clothes remained intact. 

It’ll be so embarrassing if I’m buck-naked! 

“This is just the entrance… We’ve yet to reach Skywrath Sect, but we have already 
encountered such an impressive charm. Doesn’t this mean that our journey ahead is 
even more dangerous?” Kai uttered with a frown. 

“That’s for sure! I think we should leave.” 



Flaxseed immediately thought of quitting halfway. 

“Since we’re already here, we should at least go and take a look at Skywrath Sect.” 

With that said, Kai activated Golem Body and stepped forward steadily. 
Seeing that, Flaxseed could only fish out a few charms from his pocket and stick them 
on his body. 

“Please! We have no ill intentions. We’re just coming here to have a look. Please don’t 
make things difficult for us again…” Flaxseed murmured repeatedly. 

Surprisingly, they did not encounter any danger on their journey afterward. Perhaps 
Flaxseed’s prayers had really come true. 

Soon, they arrived at a broad plain, and all they could see were rubble and ruins. 

One glance was all it took to know that the place was once a battlefield with heavy 
casualties. 
Right in the center, there was a gigantic brick gateway standing upright. It seemed to 
indicate that this place was once a glorious and prosperous sect. 

“Skywrath Sect! This place is the Skywrath Sect!” Flaxseed voiced excitedly as he 
gazed at the name on the gateway. 

Filled with excitement, Kai ran straight toward the gateway without hesitation. 
At that moment, Flaxseed wanted to remind Kai not to do anything rash. Nevertheless, 
before the former could say anything, he noticed that Kai had suddenly stopped moving. 

Soon after, an overwhelming wave of martial energy hit Kai, and he was sent flying 
before crashing to the ground. 

“Hey, I was about to remind you! How could you be so impulsive? There must be some 
hidden mechanisms in Skywrath Sect. You’re digging your own grave for barging in like 
that!” 

Flaxseed immediately reached out to help Kai up from the ground as he spoke. 

After wiping the blood from the corner of his mouth, Kai exclaimed, “That wave of 
energy is so terrifying!” He could not help but furrow his brows at the same time. 

It’s so powerful… Its power is comparable to the capability of a Top Level Greater 
Martial Arts Marquis, I suppose. 

 


